This paper is a contribution to the formal study and analysis of vernacular forms of program derivation. Specifically, in this paper, our vernacular derivations are elementary program transformations over the natural numbers. We provide an intensional semantics for these transformations within the derivations of the Elementary theory of Operations and Numbers, EON, [Bee85] . This semantics is intensional in the sense that the computational content of a derivation associated with a transformation is equal, up to the intensional equality underlying the theory EON, to the computational content of the transformation itself. The interpretation enables us to underwrite the correctness of the program transformations and, further, provides an analysis of correctness by classifying, via schema, the operations available by these transformations.
§2 Introduction
What is the relationship between vernacular and formalised arguments? We are interested in developing methods and results which can be used to understand vernacular approaches to rigorous 1 program development, that is, approaches which are not only adequate but in accordance with practice 2 . These terms are due to Feferman (see [Fef79] for example). The importance of systems which not only account for practice but do so in an ontologically satisfactory manner has been of interest for some time, the Automath research for example (see in particular [DeB87] ). More recently these themes have been discernible in the work of Feferman [Fef89] [Fef90] and Turner [TuR93a] [TuR93b] .
Specifically, this paper contributes to a proof theoretic analysis of a certain class of program derivations: those obtained by elementary program transformations in the Burstall-Darlington tradition. There are numerous references but see, for example, [BuD77] [Bir84] [Hen88] ).
§2.1 The investigation of vernacular systems
We shall begin with a short overview of a somewhat general nature which we will apply immediately to our work here. These remarks concern the study of what we might call vernacular systems by which we mean systems of reasoning, which have a well-defined notion of validity but which are, nonetheless, not generally sound with respect to it. Such behaviour would not ordinarily 1 We have in mind a rough taxonomy of formality versus rigour that any practising mathematician (or mathematical computer scientist) would recognise: most 'text-book' arguments are rigorous yet not formalised. The assumption is that, in principle, a rigorous argument can be made formal. The pressure to do this in (say) the theory of Groups is not great. But in program development (when programs can be summaries of formalised arguments) the pressure may be intense. 2 For programming we might well argue that a very small portion of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy represents an adequate class of functions (classified extensionally) whilst, in order to be suitably expressive (and in accordance with practice), we may need general recursive operations (classified intensionally). We have this need because a function computed via an operation belonging to a class of operations of low logical complexity may in certain cases be more efficiently computed via an operation belonging to a class of higher complexity. We will make further remarks on this matter in §5 and §6. be tolerated but it is clear that vernacular reasoning of a variety of kinds has precisely this nature. As we have already remarked, ordinary discourse in mathematics (and the science of rigorous program development in particular) is not generally undertaken in a formal system. When it is, one may have every confidence in the veracity of the argumentation, but such formal arguments are often laborious, over-detailed and obscure the, often simple, ideas upon which they are founded. On the other hand, less highly formalised arguments may grip us with their clarity of presentation. But if one attempted to systematise the precise rules of the appropriate vernacular one might well find that they are not always sound.
What, if anything, might we aim to do with such a vernacular system? One approach is as follows. We aim to provide it with an intensional notion of validity, an intensional semantics. This would mean providing it with an interpretation within some formal theory. The idea being that this interpretation makes explicit (or perhaps: uncovers) the logical structure of the vernacular arguments 3 . Such an interpretation could only expect to be a partial mapping, for there are, among the vernacular arguments, many which are invalid. We have in mind that this interpretation is constrained by some notion of adequacy. This, generally, will be an intensional requirement that the content, in some sense, of a vernacular argument be preserved by the interpretation.
We should certainly expect all vernacular arguments which are in the domain of definition of the interpretation to be correct. In this sense the intensional semantics can be said to underwrite these arguments. What we might hope for in addition is that the intensional semantics provides a sufficiently rich mathematical discourse within which we can, through analysis, isolate further principles which may be brought to bear on the vernacular system and which improve its mathematical status without compromising its essential features. For example, principles which ensure that all (so modified) vernacular arguments are correct.
Let us move on from this rather abstract overview to the specific topic we investigate in this paper. We can then make precise some of the terms (e.g. 'adequacy', 'content', 'correct) whose meanings are only hinted at in this general discussion.
§2.2 Program transformation as a vernacular system
In this paper the vernacular system we investigate is the Burstall-Darlington calculus of transformations over operations on natural numbers. Generally, the transformational approach to program development owes its success to the simplicity and clarity of the argumentation which it so evidently demonstrates. There is, indeed, a precise notion of validity: that the program constructed is extensionally equal to the program which acts as a specification. The systematisation of the rules which can be employed has, in this case, already been undertaken (initially in [BuD77] , see also [Dar82] ), and finally, these rules are not generally sound with respect to the notion of validity. We shall provide an intensional semantics for these transformations in terms of derivations within the theory of elementary operations over natural numbers EON. The semantics is intensional in the sense that the computational content of the derivation associated with a given transformation is the computational content of the result of the transformation itself up to the intensional equality underlying the theory of operations. This assertion (Theorem 4.2.10 below) is the adequacy result we referred to in §2.1. From this we obtain, as a corollary, the correctness result which ensures that interpretable translations are correct (Theorem 4.2.11). Finally, we investigate the complexity of the operations available by transformation which enables us to constrain the calculus of transformations and obtain an improved correctness theorem (Theorem 5.2.8).
§2.3 Organisation of the paper
The organisation of this paper is as follows. The next section introduces the theory EON and describes the programming notation and class of transformations we are investigating. §4 provides the intensional semantics for transformations and the results which establish the connections between transformations and their intensional semantics. In §5 we place our transformations in a hierarchy PT(α) (α < ω) and we connect the k th level with the k-recursive operations (c.f. Péter's hierarchy of nested recursive functions) and this enables us to obtain the improved correctness theorem. §6 comprises our conclusions and remarks on future research directions. §3 Programs, transformations and the theory EON §3. 1 
EON
We shall, in this paper, deal exclusively with programs over natural numbers. This is not to imply that there is nothing of interest to be gained from generalising to other inductive types; indeed we know that there is much to learn from a careful analysis of these matters and we shall certainly remedy the situation in future work. For the present paper, however, it is useful to be able to simplify our propaedeutic by working with the underlying theory EON which is known to the literature [Bee85] . EON is a theory of operations based on the logic of partial terms a logic in which one writes t↓ for the atomic formula which asserts that the term t denotes. Rules for existential introduction and universal elimination are modified, by adding premises in an obvious way, to ensure that the terms they exhibit actually denote (see [Bee85] , for example, for more detail). One also has, in partial term logic, that t 0 ↓ and t 1 ↓ follow from t 0 = t 1 and it is necessary for some purposes (we will see examples shortly) to entertain a weaker notion of equality. To this end we make the following definition: t 0 ≈ t 1 iff def (t 0 ↓ ∨ t 1 ↓) ⊃ t 0 = t 1 . Similarly, we have t↓ as a consequence of t ∈ T and we introduce weak membership 4 by means of: t E T iff def t↓ ⊃ t ∈ T. In this paper we have introduced some minor differences in notation: we write x ∈ N and (for example) f ∈ N → N where we have N(x) and (∀x)(N(x) ⇒ N(f x)) in [Bee85] . We assume that the logic is presented as a system of natural deduction in sequent form (where we have a Hilbert style system in [Bee85] ). We will also assume, as in [Bee85] , that λ-asbstraction is defined à la Curry (with → β the relation of β-reduction). We use 0 and S for the constants zero and successor respectively. Finally, we let lower case greek letters range over individual formulae and upper case greek letters over sequences of formulae. Then as usual: ϕ(x) (or t(x) etc.) distinguishes the variables x among the free variables of ϕ. The most important property of EON in connection with the formalisation of functional programs and their transformations is the well-known recursion theorem.
Theorem 3.1.1 There is a term R such that for any term f: EON
• From now on we will assume that derivability is in EON and omit this in sequents. We use δ (suitably decorated) to range over Der(EON ), the derivations of EON. These need not be closed derivations; so, for example, every sequent belongs to Der(EON ).
§3.2 Programs
Programs 5 are ensembles, f P ≈ def e, of recursion equations where f is an operation name, P is an n × m-matrix of patterns with typical element p = P ij and typical row sequence p = P i , when i ε n, j ε m, whilst e is an m-ary sequence of terms with typical element e i . Note that we use weak equality because we are allowing general recursion here. In fact we will study termination preserving transformations from systems of equations known to specify total functions. Thus, we will shift to strong equality in the sequel when the context permits. We let B range over ensembles and β over recursion equations writing B f when it is necessary to highlight the operation name, f, of B. Patterns are terms which are built up from zero, successor and variables by application. If x occurs in a pattern, p, we may write p(x) (etc.). V(e) denotes the set of variables occurring free in e (etc.). In an equation f p ≈ e we require V(e) ⊆ V(p).
An ensemble, B, is well-typed when there exists a derivation in the following type assignment system with B E T as conclusion. In what follows Γ is a context, a set of typings of the form x E T in which a variable may appear not more than once and where T ::
We shall always assume that we are working with well-typed equations, and we shall, when useful, simply write e E T to indicate that the expression (etc.) is assigned the type T in the appropriate well-typing. Thus we might write x E T 0 ε V(e E T 1 ) for example.
We need to classify a particularly well behaved subset of the ensembles: those which exhaust their domains of definitions without overlap. To do this we first require the following.
Let θ ε SUBST where θ ::= {[x ← e]}*. Simultaneous substitution (with respect to all free occurrences) is denoted eθ (etc.). We shall write e 0 ≤ e 1 when there exists a substitution θ such that e 0 = e 1 θ and e 0 ≤ θ e 1 when we wish to witness the substitution which supports e 0 ≤ e 1 . We write θ 0 * θ 1 for substitution concatenation.
5 Our notation is similar to that of Miranda (a trademark of Research Software Limited) [TuD85] .
Definition 3.2.1 Let f P ≈ def e be an ensemble with f E T → T. f P ≈ def e is: (i) complete iff whenever v ∈ T there exists a j ε m such that, for all i ε n, v i ≤ P ij (ii) non-overlapping iff whenever v ∈ T and there exist j, k ε m such that for all i ε n: v i ≤ P ij and v i ≤ P ik , then j = k. (iii) a partition iff it is complete and non-overlapping.
• We shall insist, from now on, that our ensembles are partitions as this is a necessary (but by no means sufficient) condition that they specify total operations of EON. In Definition 3.2.1 the order of the argument patterns occurring in P is crucial. In the sequel it is very convenient, in order to considerably simplify the presentation, to be able to treat the arguments p in an equation f p ≈ e as if they were un-ordered. This technicality fits in well with the fact that the assumptions in the context of a sequent are un-ordered. Wherever possible, in the sequel, we will treat sequences as representatives of cosets of sequences induced by the relation of equivalence up to permutation, i.e. as sets. This, in turn, allows the usual idioms, for example, x ∈ z and y ⊆ z with obvious meaning.
There are two related ways in which ensembles can be understood in EON. Clearly 
and whenever B f contains the equation f p ≈ e we have
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.1, standard techniques for translating recursion equations into combinatory algebra [TuD79] Usually one is only interested in the fact that systems of recursion equations can be modelled in such a theory. In the context of this paper, however, we will be concerned with results requiring equalities preserved up to intensional equality. EON supports many witnesses for the equations which comprise B which are not intensionally equal to one another. We have stated the proposition so that the witnessing term Ξ(B f ) has, up to intensional equality, the same operational behaviour as the system of equations B qua rewrite rules. Indeed we will utilise B as a system of rewrite rules in the sequel and we thus avoid having to deal explicitly with the precise mechanism implicit in the proof of Proposition 3.2.2. 
follows immediately by Proposition 3.2.2 and fixpoint induction since e 0 = e 1 and we have both
• Proposition 3.2.5 The type assignment system is derivable in EON. Proof. We give just one case for illustration. Ad rule app: Assume that Γ |− e 1 E T 0 ¡T 1 and Γ |−e 2 E T 0 . The former is: Γ |− e 1 ↓ ⊃ e 1 ∈ T 0 ¡T 1 which in turn is: Γ |− e 1 ↓ ⊃ (∀x ∈ T 0 )(e 1 x ∈ T 1 ). The latter is: Γ |− e 2 ↓ ⊃ e 2 ∈ T 0 . But in EON we know that (e 1 e 2 )↓ |− e 1 ↓ and (e 1 e 2 )↓ |−e 2 ↓. Putting these together with the assumptions yields: Γ, (e 1 e 2 )↓ |− (∀x ∈ T 0 ) (e 1 x ∈ T 1 ) and Γ, (e 1 e 2 )↓ |− e 2 ∈ T 0 which together confirm that: Γ, (e 1 e 2 )↓ |− (e 1 e 2 ) ∈ T 1 and from this we have Γ |−(e 1 e 2 ) E T 1 as is required.
• §3.3 Term assignment for EON We now introduce a term assignment version, EON TA , of EON. This is given as a system of natural deduction in sequent form and it incorporates a notion of information loss [Hen90] for Harrop formulae [Har56] . The Harrop formulae (denoted ϕ H ) are the prime formulae closed under conjunction, universal quantification and implication (with arbitrary antecedents). Thus, as a direct consequence of this definition, the negation of an arbitrary formula is Harrop.The judgements of the system EON TA have the form: ϒ |− t : ϕ or ϒ |− ϕ H where ϒ, the assignment context, is a set of variable assignments. A variable assignment is either a Harrop formula or has the form x : ϕ for some variable x and non-Harrop formula ϕ. As usual, a variable may occur no more than once in an assignment context. Since ϒ is a set we do not need rules of exchange or contraction. We will write Γ ϒ for the EON context formed from ϒ by removing the variable prefixes. Similarly, given an EON context Γ, we write ϒ Γ for the assignment context consisting of the Harrop formulae in Γ and variable assignments x : ϕ for each non Harrop ϕ in Γ (with each such x distinct). We shall use µ (suitably decorated) to range over Der(EON TA ). There is a evidently a bijection (up to renaming of variables) between closed derivations in Der(EON ) and Der(EON TA ) which we will denote like this: δ | → µ δ , µ | → δ µ . We shall write t : δ when t is assigned to the consequent formula of the root sequent of the derivation µ δ .
We shall not display the system in full as, for the most part, it can be viewed as an explicit proof of soundness for an abstract realizability interpretation similar to that given for EON in [Bee85] .
However, since this interpretation incorporates a notion of information loss we will provide the rules governing the existential quantifier, the treatment of Harrop antecedents and the induction principle since these are central to our project. In these rules a formula of the form ϕ (that is: not subscripted with H) is assumed to be non-Harrop.
In ∃ Η -elim we must have y not free in ϒ, (∃x)ϕ H or η and in N-elim, x not free in ϒ and n not free in ϒ or ϕ. We shall refer to the variable n as the eigen variable of the instance of the rule N-elim.
We will refer to the formula ϕ[x ← n] as the induction assumption. Such terminology is hardly surprising but we shall, in this paper, need to prove properties of derivations, which involve the rule N-elim, by induction (in the meta-language) and it is as well to establish conventions which avoid the potential ambiguity. When we wish to appeal to the induction hypothesis in the meta-language we shall always use the phrase: ex hypothesi.
In N-elim the term nrec satisfies the usual equations:
and is constructed as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.2. Proposition 3.2.2 can, in fact, be recast in
Proof. This follows from immediately by Proposition 3.2.2, by the rule (∃ Η -intro) above,
The theory EON is a non-extensional theory. That is to say its primitive equality is the intensional equality of the underlying theory of operations. We shall need a defined notion of extensional equality.
Transformations
For the sequel we shall take R to be some, fixed, collection of ensembles. Let E R denote that subset of all expressions which are composed solely of variables, data-constructors and operation names occurring in R and closed under application. We write L for the collection of equations, e 1 ≈ e 2 , where e 1 , e 2 ε E R and whose universal closures are consequences of EON + R. Note in particular that the universal closure of each equation in R is in L.
Central to transformational programming is the ability to perform certain substitutions upon recursion equations. First we need: e[e 0 ⇐ e 1 ], the replacement of specified occurrences of e 0 in e by e 1 . Such replacements are well-formed only when V(e 1 E T) ⊆ V(e 0 E T). The notion of a specified occurrence of an expression only serves to label it as such, thus we refrain from labouring this issue any further.
Next we need the relation e 1 ⊆ e 2 (e 1 is a subexpression of e 2 ) which is simply the reflexive transitive closure of (i) e 0 ⊆ (e 1 e 2 ) when e 0 ⊆ e 1 (ii) e 0 ⊆ (e 1 e 2 ) when e 0 ⊆ e 2 .
A transformation, π, is a well-formed tree in the system of rules given in Definition 3.4.1, below, from a single equation f x = e r where f, the principal operator, must be a fresh name for an n-ary operation over N. First, note that the arguments to the principal operator in this equation are necessarily variables, since this equation qua ensemble must be a partition. Second, note that if the principal operator is fresh then it cannot appear in any law. The rules for building these trees are as follows.
Definition 3.4.1 (Prime Transformations)
where x ∈ N and n is a fresh variable. A useful, horizontal notation for this is:
Recall that sequences are treated as equal up to permutation so the presentation of this transformation does not assume that the variable being instantiated actually occurs in the right-most pattern.
(ii) Whenever, e 0 ⊆ e, e 1 ≈ e 2 ε L and e 0 ≤ θ e 1 :
We need to distinguish between two classes of fold. When g is the principal operator we call them serious folds. Otherwise they are benign. Our horizontal notation will be β 1 ¥ B β 2 for benign folds and β 1 ¥ F β 2 for serious folds. We will refer to the root equation in each of these prime transformations as the subject of the transformation.
• We note that (unf) and benign (fld) are, in fact, just special cases of (law). They are usually treated as distinctive transformational steps and we have therefore distinguished between them. Note however that a serious (fld) is not a special case for, as we noted above, the principal operator may not occur in a law. If we allowed the principal operator to occur in instances of laws then we should need to treat such laws in the same way that we treat serious folds. In fact nothing is lost by the restriction for such a "serious" law could always be expressed as a "benign" law followed by a serious fold. 
Lemma 3.4.4 For every
Proof. By induction on the structure of the transformation, Lemma 3.4.2 and Corollary 3.4.3.
• Definition 3.4.5 (i) (β 0 )π 0 (Β 0 ) and (β 1 )π 1 (B 1 ) are equivalent iff def β 0 = β 1 and Β 0 = Β 1 .
(
(iii) π is linear iff def there is a path in π containing the subjects of all instantiations.
• Note, in particular, that in Definition 3.4.5(ii) correctness is defined with respect to extensional equality of definitional equalities.
There is a stronger version of Lemma 3.4.2 which we will find useful later.
Lemma 3.4.6 Let β ε B f and
Proof. This is a straightforward fixpoint induction in which, since B f is a partition, the only non-trivial case is
) p when p and β has the form f p ≈ e.
Ad X = U, I: These are already reducts of Ξ(B f ) p and the result then follows ex hypothesi. Ad X = B, L: The only possibility for changing the fixpoint of f is by introducing a new subexpression containing f in the right hand side of an equation. This cannot happen because the fold is benign and we have insisted that f is a fresh operation name and cannot therefore occur in any law available for this transformation. Thus the result follows ex hypothesi.
• It is worth remarking that Lemma 3.4.4(i) establishes that our transformations can be viewed, in a very simple way, as derivations. It is very important to note that this does not establish that all transformations are correct. If it did then the rest of this paper would be unnecessary. Certainly the equations at the fringe are true qua derivable equalities in EON but these equations are, in program transformation, to be interpreted as definitional equalities in EON (note that the notion of correctness is given in terms of Ξ) and for this we must turn to Lemma 3.4.6 which studiously avoids the case X = F. Consider, for example, the following, well-known transformation:
which provides an immediate counter-example against any possibility of generalising Lemma 3.4.6. The problem is that there is no purely local condition for the correctness (qua transformation) of serious folding: such a guarantee is a global property of the entire transformation when properly understood. It is precisely this proper understanding (in terms of EON derivations) which we must elaborate.
It will be technically convenient to demonstrate that transformations can be put into a canonical form We begin by imposing a simple order structure upon the prime transformation subscripts:
Definition 3.4.7 A transformation π is in canonical form iff whenever β 0 ¥ X 0 … ¥ X n β n is a path in π, X 0 … X n is an ascending chain in the subscript order.
•
Lemma 3.4.8 The following transformations may each be replaced by equivalent transformations in canonical form:
Proof. For cases (i) to (iv): Let β 0 be f p ≈ e and suppose that β1 is f p ≈ e[e 0 ⇐ g (qθ)]. Ad (i): Either the unfold to β2 takes place on an expression not involving or including properly g (qθ) or the unfold occurs on the expression g (qθ) itself. In the former cases the steps are independent and we may therefore permute them still yielding β 2 . In the latter case we have β 2 and β 0 identical and the transformation collapses onto the equation β 0 . Ad (ii): The application of the law to β2 must necessarily take place on an expression not involving g. The steps are therefore independent and may be permuted. Ad (iii): The benign fold cannot depend for its application upon expressions involving g. The steps are necessarily independent and may be permuted. Ad (iv) -(vii): After instantiation the new right hand expressions of equations become more specialised. If a rewrite was possible before the instantiations then it will certainly be so on the specialised equations resulting from the instantiation.
• Proposition 3.4.9 Every transformation π can be put into an equivalent canonical form.
Proof. This follows by induction on the structure of the transformation using Lemma 3.4.8.
We shall, henceforth, assume, without loss of generality, that transformations are in canonical form.
Definition 3.4.10 A transformation π is an i-transformation iff every prime transformation occurring in π is (ins).
• Evidently every transformation π has an initial segment which is an i-transformation containing all instances of (ins) occurring in π. This is the largest i-transformation contained in π and we write this as I(π). Let β be an equation in π. We write i(β) for the first equation on the path from β 0 to the root which belongs to I(π). Proof. By induction on the structure of π.
• §4 The intensional semantics for transformations is not fail at π. Such assumptions will be taken as read in the sequel to simplify the presentation. For similar reasons of simplicity it is useful to stipulate at the outset that the translation has the following property: If the translation denotes fail at π then it does so at any transformation π 0 which extends π.
Our translation, when it denotes an element of Der(EON ) on a transformation π, will guarantee that π is correct (Theorem 4.2.11). Thus if we begin with a total operation and we restrict our use of prime transformation steps to strong equalities the transformation will preserve totality. Thus, in the sequel (and as we promised earlier) we will make these assumptions which means that we shall now work with equations of the form: f p = e and membership formulae of the form: x ∈ T. §4.1 Properties of the Translation Definition 4.1.1
We define the predicates C and F over contexts and formulae respectively which characterise certain standard forms which arise in the translation:
(ii)
We shall call the sub-formula (∃y ∈ T)(y = e(x)) the existential component.
• In what follows ϕ[ _ ] will always mean the formula (∃y ∈ N)(y = _ ).
There is a constraint which we must impose upon the translation: it must satisfy the following lemma. We shall construct the definition and prove this lemma by simultaneous induction over the structure of transformations. We define a function
We give the translation and prove Lemma 4.1.2 by simultaneous induction over the structure of transformations. We assume that the transformation is in canonical form. In the derivation fragments which follow we shall often collapse several similar steps (for example ∀-eliminations) into one. We shall also omit some trivial steps (for example, operations on the context like weakening, other minor premises when their derivation is trivial e.g. type premises in typed ∀-elim, and simple definedness conditions).
Base Case: The transformation π consists solely of the initial equation f x = e r . We set Ad (unf): Suppose that e 0 ⊆ e, g q = d ε L and e 0 ≤ θ g q.
Note that g qθ is e 0 since e 0 ≤ θ g q. where y ⊆ u. Let z = u -y be the neutral variables, and ∆(y, x) ⊆ Ψ(y, x) be given by:
where κ(x) = def (∀z ∈ N)(∆(y, x) ⊃ ϕ[e(u, x)]). Note that the number of neutral variables occurring in the contexts of the open sequents of this fragment cannot be greater than that of the open sequent of π 0 which has been extended: if x is neutral then the number strictly decreases since n is eigen, if x is itself eigen then the number of neutral variables remains the same.
Note that the formula κ(n) is such that we cannot prove F(κ(n)). Of course we could have simply generalised the definition of F but this is unnecessary for we can simply this analysis by considering two cases which cover the generality we have just presented. 
Our first simplification is based on the assumption that the variable x is neutral. Thus p(x) is simply
where κ(x) = def (∀z ∈ N)(ϕ[e(u, x)]).
We now deal with the corresponding case of Lemma 4.1.2. We set:
This is the only assignment which satisfies the variable conditions. This establishes (i). We observe that e(u, 0) ≤ id e(u, 0) and e(u, S n) ≤ id e(u, S n) establishing (ii). Finally, (iii) follows by inspection.
The second simplification covers the remaining case, that is, the assumption that the variable x is eigen. Thus p(x) has the form p(S x). This can be proved by induction on the number of instantiations occurring on eigen variables in the transformation π 0 . We provide the base case since the induction case is very similar ex hypothesi. If there are no instantiations on eigen variables in π 0 then the one we are to consider is the first and so p(S x) must be S x. The sequent in correspondence with the equation must have the form: u, x ∈ N, Ψ(y, x), ν(y,
where y ⊆ u and ν(y, x) = def (∀v ∈ N)(ϕ[e(u, x)]) is the assumption added by the instance of N-elim for which x is the eigen variable. Let z = u -y be the neutral variables, and: ∆(y, x) ⊆ Ψ(y, x) ∪ {ν(y, x)} be given by ψ(y, x) ∈ ∆(y, x) iff ψ(y, x) ∈ Ψ(y, x) ∪ {ν(y, x)} and
The analysis in this case reduces to:
where κ(x) = def (∀z ∈ N)(∆(y, x) ⊃ ϕ[e(u, S x)]). But z ⊆ v by our observation regarding the numbers of neutral variables which occur in context after an instantiation since the instantiation which corresponds to the introduction of the eigen variable x occurs earlier in the derivation than that which introduces the eigen variable n. Also note that the consequent formula of the implication in κ(n) and the quantified formula in ν(y, S n) are the same (specifically: ϕ[e(u, S n)]). Taken together we see that κ(n) follows from ν(y, S n) and is therefore superfluous. We can remove it from the context by weakening. But κ(n) is the induction assumption of the instance of N-elim and removing it reduces this to a simple case analysis. Thus, re-instantiation, that is the instantiation of eigen variables, is proof-theoretically trivial and we shall not bother to discuss it further in this paper.
Ad (serious fld):
Suppose that e 0 ⊆ e, f x = e r ε L and e 0 ≤ θ e r . Ex hypothesi Lemma 4.1.2 the equation f p = e is in correspondence with a sequent of the form: Γ |− ϕ[e 1 ] where e ≤ χ e 1 which satisfies the various other conditions. We will make use of the following two characterisations in the sequel without further comment. Proof. By induction of the structure of the transformation. Base case: The transformation is the eureka definition f x = e r and the corresponding sequent is:
There are no eigen variables in the context x ∈ N and the result therefore follows immediately. Ad (ins): The transformation has the form:
The sequent corresponding to f p ( • Strictly speaking f π should be parameterised by the terms of the form t(z, w) but what we have to say about f π is completely independent of these terms and we can safely ignore this detail. h) ) (λns.λv.t 1 (z, n, h, s)) x v for terms h as specified in the preamble. But this equation may be immediately specialised into the two equations: f 0 p 0 = t 0 (z, h) and f 0 p (S n) = t 1 (z, n, h, (f 0 p 1 n)) which correspond, as required, to the two new sequents: 
The ellipsis can be filled in by induction over the structure of e via:
In EON + R an operation name f is a constant of fixed type.
• We now turn to the main theorem.
Theorem 4.2.10 (Adequacy) If
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of the transformation. We will, in each case, utilise the same notation for the data as used in the corresponding case of Definition 4.2.1.
The corresponding derivation in EON TA is:
The ensemble consists on the equation f x = e r alone and Ξ(f x = e r ) x → β e r .
For the remaining cases the transformation has the form: π = (f x = e r )π 0 (β i ) ¥ X Β for some X and Let t 0 (x) be the term such that t is t 0 (e). Now each of the following cases will extend the open sequent Γ |− ϕ[e] and then close the derivation so formed. As a result the term assigned to this sequent in EON TA will become some e 0 and thus we will have: t 0 (e 0 ) : Close([π 0 (β i ) ¥ X Β]). If we suppose that Γ |−e = e 0 then, since intensional equality is a congruence, Γ |− t 0 (e) = t 0 (e 0 ) which is just Γ |− Ξ(B 0 ) x = t 0 (e 0 ). We must show that : Γ |− Ξ(B) x = t 0 (e 0 ) and this will follow from Γ |− Ξ(B 0 ) x = Ξ(B) x. and these ensembles are identical up to the one equation β i of B 0 . If the prime transformation with subject β i is an unfold, law, benign fold or instantiation we are done by Lemma 3.4.6. In each of those cases, then, it simply remains to demonstrate that Γ |− e = e 0 . Ad (unf): We must consider the derivation Close([ π ]) whose operative component is:
In EON TA we will have: :
In EON TA we have (omitting typing information when necessary for layout reasons):
: 
In particular, we have: PT(ω) In this final technical section we make connections between our transformations and the k-recursion hierarchy of Péter [Pét57] (see also [Ros84] ) in order to improve upon our correctness result.
§5.1 Classes of operations
In this paper we have been dealing exclusively with operations, that is, intensional functions given by combinatory expressions and where equality is the underlying equality of combinatory logic (essentially lambda equality). This has, of course, been a central thread of the work since program transformations are trivial up to extensional equality and we set out to provide a formal interpretation (as derivations of EON) for certain informal arguments (the transformations) which was intensionally adequate (Theorem 4.2.10). In this section we shall be assigning our operations to classes organised according to their recursive complexity. This is a traditional exercise in recursion theory and, indeed, the hierarchy of complexity classes which we shall utilise is one with some pedigree. We must, however, be clear about a difference in the way we wish to treat these classes because this usage differs from the tradition of recursion theory. In establishing that certain operations belong to certain classes one must be clear as to what counts are identity, that is, membership is determined by the appropriate notion of equality. Since we are dealing with operations this must be intensional equality. Traditionally, in recursion theory, one is interested in assigning functions (extensional objects) to the classes and then the appropriate notion of equality is the usual extensional notion. Thus, for example, course-of-values recursion and primitive recursion with parameter substitution (p.r.p) which do not lead out of the class of primitive recursive functions, do indeed lead out of the class of primitive recursive operations since, in both cases, one requires induction to prove closure. We shall note below that p.r.p is a schema for a family of 2-recursive operations in the (intensional) Péter Hierarchy. To be a member of the class of primitive recursive operations an operation must be within conversion of an instance of the primitive recursive schema. Many functions are more efficiently computed via operations of non-minimal recursive complexity. For example, many primitive recursive functions are more efficiently computed as iterations which are instances of the p.r.p schema 6 . In this section we will assume that the functions with which we are concerned are, at most, primitive recursive.
§5.2 Transformations and k-recursions
We begin by introducing our hierarchy of complexity classes for transformations and the definitions which establish the complexity classes of operations.
Definition 5.2.1 (i)
PT(n) = {π | π contains not more than n occurrences of (ins)}
is given by the following schema:
and where the schema variable, g (and which may be higher order when viewed as an operation in the meta-language) must bring any higher order argument to a value in N by elementary operations.
• Note that if a parameter υ i is higher order then g must bring it to a value in N by some mechanism since the expression g x 1 … x n υ 1 … υ k is itself an element of N. Definition 5.2.3 A k+m-ary operation, f, over N is k-recursive (k > 0) in m parameters iff it is given by the following schema:
It is worth illustrating the definition with examples. The 1-recursive schema has the form:
which is immediately seen to correspond to the primitive recursive functions with y parameters.
Similarly, the 2-recursive schema (this time without parameters) has the form:
Ackermann's function, for example, is an instance of this 2-recursion schema for we notice that the appropriate meta-operators for the schema variables g 0 , g 1 and g 2 are the elementary operations λz.z+1, λz 1 z 2 .z 2 1 and λz 1 z 2 z 3 z 4 .z 3 z 4 . Proof. The transformation π can contain at most k significant 7 instantiations and it is immediate that the recursive complexity of the term t will be maximal when the transformation is linear with the path of instantiations running through the successor case of each instantiation. We proceed by induction on k. Ad k = 1: f is a unary function and the term t has the form nrec w 0 w 1 ∈ N → N for some w 0 and w 1 . As we have already shown, the primitive recursive functions correspond to the 1-recursive functions. Ad k = n+1: The term t has the form: nrec w 0 (λu 0 v 0 . nrec w 1 (λu 1 v 1 . … nrec w n (λu n v n . e) …)). Ex hypothesi we may assume that the context: nrec w 0 (λu 0 v 0 . nrec w 1 (λu 1 v 1 . … [] …)), in which the hole is assumed to be filled by an n-complex, is n-recursive, and hence may be written:
: : f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-1 ) x n = [ ] We need to show that if we replace the hole in this context by a term computing nrec w n (λu n v n . e) we obtain an n+1-recursion. Now the free variables of w n and (λu n v n . e) are: u 0 … u n-1 , v 0 … v n-1 which, given the definition of nrec take the values x 0 … x n-1 , (f x 0 ) … (f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-2 ) x n-1 ). Thus we may define: h n x 0 … x n-1 = (λu 0 … u n-1 , v 0 … v n-1 .w n ) x 1 … x n-1 (f x 0 ) … (f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-2 ) x n-1 ) and h n+1 x 0 … x n = (λu 0 … u n , v 0 … v n . e) x 1 … x n (f x 0 ) … (f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-1 ) x n ). We may therefore write our complete system of equations as follows:
f 0 x 1 … x n = h 0 x 1 … x n f (S x 0 ) 0 … x n = h 1 x 0 x 2 … x n : : : f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-1 ) 0 = h n x 0 … x n-1 f (S x 0 ) … (S x n-1 ) (S x n ) = h n+1 x 0 … x n and since, by inspecting their definitions, we can see that h n is an n-complex in f and h n+1 an n+1-complex in f we may conclude that our system of equations computes an n+1-recursion as required.
• We have the following well-known result for the Péter Hierarchy.
7 Recall, from Definition 4.2.1, that re-instantiation is proof-theoretically trivial: it reduces to a case analysis.
Proposition 5.2.6
The termination ordinal for the n-recursive functions is ω n Proof. We construct the usual lexicographic ordering on the n arguments and then, by inspecting Definition 5.2.3, we see that induction over this well-order suffices for proving termination for this class of operations. It is well known that the n-ary lexicographic ordering of N n has order type ω n .
• Of course, the operations of Op(α) are primitive recursive functions and α-recursive operations so do not grow as fast as genuine α-recursive functions. However, the transfinite induction used in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6 is a useful upper bound. We use this result to define a restricted class of transformations. Definition 5.2.7 A transformation π is a well-formed tree composed of prime transformations as specified by Definition 3.4.1 with the following modification. In this paper we have studied a simple calculus of transformations which have been restricted to computations over natural numbers. We have been able to show that there is a mechanism by which we may formalise those transformations as derivations within the theory EON. This mechanism guarantees the correctness transformations and constitutes an intensional semantics for them. Most importantly we have begun a study we hope to continue: the formalisation of what we have called vernacular arguments of which transformations are perhaps the simplest illustrative example. Of considerable interest are the calculi of transformations over general positive inductive definitions. These, we will show in forthcoming work, are, perhaps surprisingly, technically different to the transformations studied here. For example, re-instantiations in the calculus of transformations based on a type of binary trees is non-trivial and this has repercussions: the transformations of even the unary tree operations yield a class of operations bounded above by ordinal (tree) induction below ω ω . Again, far from being a mathematical curiosity, there are some interesting practical ramifications; for example there are primitive (tree) recursive operations of quadratic time complexity which can be transformed to 2-(tree) recursive operations which, nevertheless, have linear complexity. We should also look at transformations via type simulations. This would require a modest generalisation to the framework presented here in which the canonical sequents would have conclusions of the form: (∃y ∈ T)(y ∼ e 1 ) where we deal with a (decidable, equivalence) relation, ∼, called a simulation [Hen88] .
It would also be interesting to make significant generalisations to the conclusion formulae in canonical sequents to allow more general techniques of specification (say using pre and post conditions). Then one might design an analogous calculus for program development for this larger (but still very stylized) class of proofs and a translation from that calculus to those proofs along similar lines to that described here.
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